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Abstract— Robot understanding of spatial object relations is
key for a symbiotic human-robot interaction. Understanding the
meaning of such relations between objects in a current scene
and target relations specified in natural language commands is
essential for the generation of robot manipulation action goals
to change the scene by relocating objects relative to each other
to fulfill the desired spatial relations. This ability requires a
representation of spatial relations, which maps spatial relation
symbols extracted from language instructions to subsymbolic
object goal locations in the world. We present a generative
model of static and dynamic 3D spatial relations between
multiple reference objects. The model is based on a parametric
probability distribution defined in cylindrical coordinates and
is learned from examples provided by humans manipulating
a scene in the real world. We demonstrate the ability of
our representation to generate suitable object goal positions
for a pick-and-place task on a humanoid robot, where object
relations specified in natural language commands are extracted,
object goal positions are determined and used for parametrizing
the actions needed to transfer a given scene into a new one that
fulfills the specified relations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Natural language is a powerful interface for instructing robots
to perform tasks such as manipulating objects or navigating
a building. Spatial object relations play an important role
in communicating the goals or parameters of actions in a
human understandable way such as in natural language to
the robot, e. g. where to go, which object to pick or where to
put it. A key challenge in understanding natural language
commands is grounding them in concepts of the robot’s
scene model, i. e. mapping words and phrases to physical
entities and locations perceived by the robot [1]. In language
understanding, spatial relations are frequently used to resolve
referring expressions used in object descriptions, such as in
“Pick up the box in front of the table” [2], [3], [4], [5] and are
used to find and disambiguate discrete action parameters, such
as the object to pick or the landmark to place it at.
Our aim is to endow a robot with the ability to transfer a
given scene with a set of objects with certain spatial relations
into a new scene fulfilling new spatial relations specified by a
natural language command. The overall idea is depicted in
Fig. 1. However, when giving instructions such as “Put the
apple tea on top of the mint tea” and “Place the plate between
the fork and the knife,” the set of possible goal locations is
not limited to a finite set of landmarks or objects, but could
be any position in the workspace of the robot. Therefore, it
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Fig. 1: Semantic scene manipulation based on language commands
specifying 3D spatial object relations.

is not only necessary to ground language phrases referring
to objects in the robot’s scene model and the spatial relation
phrase to a symbol, but also to map this symbol to an arbitrary,
i. e. subsymbolic, goal position.
To address this problem, we introduce a parametric and
probabilistic generative model for representing 3D spatial
relations between multiple objects in a scene. Given an initial
scene and a desired spatial relation, the model generates
object locations where the object can be placed to fulfill the
relation. Thus, the model grounds a spatial relation extracted
from a language command in a subsymbolic object goal
position. Such a model should have only few parameters which
can be intuitively interpreted. A generative model has the
benefit that appropriate goal locations (and thus, actions) can
directly be sampled from the model instead of sampling and
classifying the whole workspace [6]. Following a learning
from demonstration paradigm [7], [8], our model is learned
from pairwise scene examples that are generated by a human
demonstrator manipulating a scene in the real world.
We build on our previous work on 2D spatial relations [9]
by extending the model to deal with 3D positions and relations
and with two or more reference objects (e. g. A between B and
C). We consider dynamic spatial relations, which depend on
the relative position of objects in the initial scene as well as
static relations, which are independent of the relative object
positions.

II. R ELATED W ORK
We review work related to spatial relations in the following
domains: language understanding, scene understanding including
human action recognition, and scene manipulation.
A. Spatial Relations in Language Understanding
In a recent survey, Tellex et al. [1] reviewed the field of using
language in robotics. The authors classify works according to
the technical approach and the addressed problem. As to the
technical approach, our work falls into the category of lexicallygrounded methods, as we extract a formal representation of the
task (the spatial relations to fulfill and the involved objects)
from a language command, which is then grounded to physical
placing locations in the scene for execution.
With respect to the addressed problem, Tellex et al. distinguish between (1) human-to-robot communication (mainly
concerned with language understanding) and (2) robot-to-human
communication (dealing with language generation). Our work
falls into (1), as we extract goal information from a language
command to manipulate the current scene. Furthermore, this
class contains works on using language to (1a) give robots
instructions and (1b) to inform robots about the world. Even
when using spatial relations in commands, their main purpose
is currently (1b), i. e. describing objects or known landmarks.
Tan et al. [10] use a simple grammar and spatial relations
represented as fuzzy memberships to nine image regions
around an object to identify a referred object in a command.
In [11], spatial relations in daily human instructions are
parsed using a syntactic parser and used to learn attributes of
new objects. These works do not involve a robot executing
actions. Fasola et al. [6] represent 2D spatial prepositions by
semantic fields to resolve ambiguous noun phrase groundings
in language navigation instructions. Hatori et al. [12] jointly
train object recognition and language understanding modules to
resolve unconstrained referring expressions to objects and query
additional expressions in case of ambiguities. The probabilistic
graphical model proposed by Tellex et al. [2] maps constituents
of a language command to objects, places and robot actions.
Forbes et al. [13] find the most suitable parameters for a set
of primitive actions by using language generation to resolve
referring expressions given the language command and current
context in a programming by demonstration setup. Prepositions
from natural language commands are incorporated as action
parameters in a task representation based on part-of-speech
tagging in [14]. However, in these works action parameters
are limited to a finite set of values and position offsets are
fixed. Paul et al. [4], [15] build on extensions of [2] to ground
abstract spatial concepts such as columns or groups of objects
for language understanding. Shridhar et al. present in [5] and
[16] a framework to ground referring expressions to objects
in an image, using spatial relations to resolve ambiguities
when referring to visually similar objects. Placement positions
are found based on spatial prepositions in [3] by training a
multi-class logistic regression to classify random positions on
a table. These works employ discriminative models of spatial
relations to identify referred objects, actions or parameters
from a finite set of options. In contrast, the problem addressed

in this work requires a generative model of spatial relations
allowing to place objects at any location without limitation to
known entities.
B. Spatial Relations for Scene Understanding
Spatial relations have been extracted to build semantic scene
understanding by classifying the displacement between two
objects to distinguish between on and adjacent [17], learning to
classify functional relations from geometric object features in
simulation [18], or extracting spatial relations from 3D vision
using histograms [19]. Yan et al. [20] employ a neural-logic
network trained with loss functions representing logic rules to
predict fundamental spatial relations and infer complex spatial
relations from them.
For human activity recognition, Lee et al. [21] extract spatial
relations from an RGB-D video according to three calculi
modeling contact, relative movement and static distance by
applying a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) to hand-defined
key metrics computed from point cloud masks. While their
focus is on the relation extraction and the human activity
recognition itself uses simple rules, other authors have employed
simpler relation extraction models but more sophisticated action
recognition models. (Enriched) Semantic Event Chains encode
changes in spatial relations between objects in RGB-D videos
and have been used to segment and recognize actions based on
distance measures in [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. Dreher et al.
[27] used the same spatial relations model but employed a
graph neural network to perform bimanual action recognition.
C. Spatial Relations for Scene Manipulation
The following works focus on changing a scene with the
goal of fulfilling given spatial relations. Fasola et al. [6]
represent 2D paths as combinations of static spatial prepositions
modeled by semantic fields. Although they focus on navigation,
their representation could be extended to object manipulation.
Mees et al. [28] use metric learning to realize spatial relations
from known scene examples with potentially different objects.
Jund et al. [29] perform gradient descend on object poses in
a scene to create the same relation as in a reference scene.
In our work, we derive generative models of spatial relations
which abstract from scene examples. Furthermore, the works
above only consider static relations. In [30], Mees et al. train
a neural network to predict pixel-wise probability maps of
placement positions given an input image of the scene and an
object to be placed according to a spatial relation in a language
command. In contrast to a neural network, our representations
based on parametric probability distributions can be intuitively
interpreted and estimated from few examples. In addition, we
are not restricted to an input image.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Given a scene with a set of objects and their spatial relations
encoded in a semantic scene model together with a language
command specifying new spatial relations between these objects,
a robot must transfer the initial scene into a new scene fulfilling
the specified relations between the same objects by executing
actions (see Fig. 2). To this end, the robot must extract the
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Fig. 2: We pose the problem of transferring a scene S (t0 ) to a new scene S (t1 ) fulfilling spatial relations R∗ between objects which are
specified by a language command C.

specified relations and objects from the language command,
then find and execute appropriate actions leading to the desired
spatial relations.
The semantic scene model contains the configuration of
n objects as well as prior knowledge. The configuration
P = {P1 , . . . , Pn } consists of the pose Pi ∈ SE(3) of each
object i with position pi and orientation qi (as quaternion).
The prior knowledge Oi = (gi , ηi ) of object i contains
the object geometry gi and a human-readable name ηi . In
addition, the scene model contains the spatial relations R =
{R1 , . . . , Rm } in the scene. Each relation Rj = (σj , uj , Vj )
has a symbol σj ∈ Σ, a subject object uj and a set of reference
objects Vj (uj ∈
/ Vj ). Σ is the set of known spatial relation
symbols. Therefore, a scene
S = (O, P, R)

(1)

is defined by the prior object information O = {O1 , . . . , On },
configuration P and spatial relations R.
A language command is an imperative text sentence C
(potentially derived from speech via a speech recognition
system) containing object phrases referring to the subject and
reference objects as well as the spatial relations between them.
In lexically-grounded language understanding [1], the relation
and object phrases cσ , cu , cV are parsed from the command,
(cσ , cu , cV ) ← parse(C) ,

K

{cvk }k=1

(2)

where K is the number of reference objects. Then, the extracted
phrases (which are still text) must be grounded in the objects O
in the current scene S (t0 ) and the known relation symbols Σ,
specifying the desired relation R∗ ,


K
R∗ = (σ ∗ , u∗ , V ∗ ) ← ground S (t0 ) , cσ , cu , {cvk }k=1 .
We will refer to u∗ as the target object. The robot’s task is to
transfer the current scene S (t0 ) to a target scene


S (t1 ) = O, P (t1 ) , R(t1 )
(3)
with R∗ ∈ R(t1 ) . To achieve this, the robot must manipulate
the initial object configuration P (t0 ) by executing actions A,
A

P (t0 ) −→ P (t1 )

such that R∗ ∈ R(t1 ) .

(4)

In this work, we only manipulate the target object by executing
pick&place actions. Therefore, the problem is reduced to find
(t )
a suitable target pose Pu∗1 to place u∗ at.

IV. A PPROACH
We approach the problem formulated in the last section
as follows. Based on prior knowledge and visual data of the
scene, we build a 3D semantic scene model S (t0 ) of the initial
scene using prior knowledge and state-of-the-art methods for
visual pose estimation of known objects [31], [32] to localize
objects in the current scene. We parse the language command
with a Named Entity Recognition model (Section IV-A) and
ground the extracted phrases by performing substring matching
with names of known objects and relations (Section IV-B).
Using a generative model of the spatial relation (Section IV-C),
(t )
we generate a suitable target object pose Pu∗1 fulfilling the
∗
desired relation R (Section V).
A. Extracting the Target Relation from Language Command
Given a speech command such as “Place the apple tea
between the juice and the milk,” we apply an existing speech
recognition system used on our ARMAR-6 robot [33] to obtain
the command text C. Following the formulation in Section III,
we then extract the object and relation phrases using a state-ofthe-art Named Entity Recognition (NER) model. NER classifies
parts of a sentence into several class labels, allowing multiple
occurrences of the same class label. We define three class
labels, REL, TRG, and REF, for spatial relation symbol σ ∗ ,
target object u∗ , and reference object(s) V ∗ , respectively.
To train the NER model, we generate language commands
based on sentence templates. For object phrases (TRG and
REF), we use the names of all objects from the KIT and
YCB object data bases ([34], [35]) after processing them to be
human readable and unambiguous. For relation phrases (REL),
we generate phrases for the relations left, right, front, behind,
close to, inside, on top, above, under, closer, farther, other
side, between and among which we manually defined.
To generate a command, a spatial relation phrase, a target
object and reference objects are selected at random and inserted
into a suitable sentence template, resulting in commands such
as “Place the orange juice on top of the potato starch” and
“Put apple tea between the coffee filters and the orange juice.”
The commands are labeled by the selected template inputs.
Thus, we generated labeled training data and used them to train
a standard NER model from the natural language processing
library spaCy (https://spacy.io/).
Given the input command sentence, we apply the trained
NER model and get a list of sub-phrases for each class label.

𝑧

We assume to retrieve exactly one phrase each for REL and
TRG and one or more for REF. For instance, for the previous
example sentence, “Place the apple tea between the juice and the
milk,” we obtain the phrases cσ = “between”, cu = “apple tea”
and cV = {“juice”, “milk”}.
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B. Grounding Command Phrases in Semantic Scene Model
Having obtained the object and relation phrases from the
language command, we ground it to the objects in the semantic
scene model and the known relations using substring matching.
For the target object, we find the longest common substring si
of cu and each object name ηi ,
si ← arg max |s| ,

(i = 1, . . . , n)

(5)

s∈cu ∩ηi

where cu ∩ ηi denotes all commons substrings of cu and ηi . We
sort the matched substrings {s1 , . . . , sn } decreasingly by their
length and discard those which are shorter than a threshold
(e. g. 3 characters). The result is a list of object hypotheses
in decreasing order of their names’ conformity with target
object phrase. The same is done for each cvk ∈ cV as well as
the relation phrase cσ (based on the relation phrases used in
command generation).
Despite its simplicity, this kind of substring matching has
two benefits. First, it implicitly handles minor errors of the NER
model such as “the” being part of an object phrase “the tea”,
as the phrase will still match the object names “apple tea” and
“peppermint tea”. Second, it allows using a general term such as
“juice” with specific names, such as “orange juice” and “apple
juice”. In general, we choose the relation and objects with the
longest matches. If multiple objects match equally well, we
pick one at random. Although substring matching could be
applied to the whole command, the NER model focuses it on
relevant phrases and provides the label for each phrase.
C. Generative Model of 3D Spatial Relations
After obtaining R∗ = (σ ∗ , u∗ , V ∗ ) from the language understanding components, the next step is finding an appropriate
(t )
object pose Pu∗1 to place the target object u∗ at. To this end,
we propose a generative model G of spatial relations, which
can directly generate suitable target object poses fulfilling a
relation R = (σ, u, V) based on the current scene


Pu ∼ Gσ u, V, O, P (t0 ) .
(6)
With a generative model G, appropriate target poses (and thus,
actions) can directly be sampled from G instead of sampling
and classifying the whole workspace. In addition, it still allows
to discard hypotheses, which are infeasible due to other external
constraints, such as collisions or reachability. In addition, our
model can be learned from examples in form of pairs of scenes
before and after a change induced by humans.
In order to prevent object u∗ from tipping after it was
placed, we keep its initial orientation in the target scene,
(t )
(t )
(t )
qu∗1 = qu∗0 . Therefore, the problem of generating Pu∗1 is
(t1 )
reduced to generating a suitable target position pu∗ .
In the following, we describe the methods for representing
static and dynamic 3D spatial relations and how they are
extended to multiple reference objects.
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Fig. 3: (a) Visualization of a cylindrical distribution and its parameters
(best viewed in color). The orange arrow runs from the origin to the
distribution mean. The cylinder surface is a cross section at the mean
radius µr (mantle) and mean height µh (top), color indicates PDF
ranging from 0 (purple) to the maximum PDF at the mean (yellow).
Red arrows represent the radius variance, blue arrows represent height
variance (radius and height are not covariant in this example), green
arrows represent azimuth concentration. (b, c) Using the bottomprojected centroid of objects as reference positions helps to generalize
to reference objects of different size.

1) 3D Spatial Relations as Cylindrical Distributions: In
our previous work [9], we proposed to represent 2D spatial
relations in a horizontal plane (e. g. a tabletop surface) as
parametric probability distributions defined in a polar coordinate
system (PCS). A polar distribution’s probability density function
has been defined as
pθ (r, φ) = pθr (r) · pθφ (φ) ,

θ = (θr , θφ )

(7)

over radial distance r ∈ R≥0 (denoted as distance d in [9])
and azimuthal angle φ ∈ [−π, π], where

r ∼ N (θr ) , θr = µr , σr2 ,
(8)
φ ∼ M(θφ ) ,

θφ = (µφ , κφ )

(9)

with mean radius µr and radius variance σr2 as well as mean
azimuth µφ and azimuth concentration κφ . N (·) denotes a
Gaussian while M(·) denotes a von Mises distribution, which
is a circular distribution wrapping over [−π, π]. The reference
PCS is centered at the reference object’s geometric center,
so the polar coordinate (r, φ) represents the target object’s
position relative to the reference object.
To extend the previous model to 3D space, we introduce the
height h ∈ R as an additional dimension of the probability
distribution’s definition space. Effectively, this transforms the
PCS over (r, φ) to a cylindrical coordinate system (CCS) over
(r, φ, h). As both r and h are distances, we assume that they
follow a joint Gaussian distribution
(r, h) ∼ N (θrh ) ,

θrh = (µrh , Σrh )

(10)

>

with means µrh = (µr , µh ) ∈ R2 and covariance matrix
Σrh ∈ R2×2 . For the azimuth, we adopt its von Mises
distribution from eq. (9). We also adopt the assumption that
(r, h) are independent of φ. This assumption is motivated by
the observation that spatial relations are typically either a
statement about direction (e. g. left, behind, above) or about
distance (e. g. close to, far away from) [36]. Hence, we define
a cylindrical distribution as joint probability distribution
(r, φ, h) ∼ C(θ) ,

θ = (θrh , θφ )

(11)

over radius r ∈ R≥0 , azimuth φ ∈ [−π, π] and height h ∈ R
with the joint probability density function (PDF)
pθ (r, φ, h) = pθrh (r, h) · pθφ (φ)

(12)

with pθφ (φ) and pθrh (r, h) according to eq. (9) and (10). An
example distribution and its parameters is visualized in Fig. 3a.
To sample and evaluate positions in Cartesian world
coordinates, they need to be transformed from and to the
relation’s CCS. The Cartesian world coordinate system (WCS)
is aligned to the agent such that +x points to the right and
+z points up (i. e. opposite of the vector of gravity), while
the relation’s CCS is aligned to the reference objects V. For
simplicity, we first consider the case of a single reference
object v = v1 . The alignment of the CCS is based on the
reference object’s geometry gv in the WCS. Let
+
−
+
−
+
3
Bv(t0 ) = [x−
v , xv ] × [yv , yv ] × [zv , zv ] ⊂ R .

(13)

be the axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) enclosing gv at its
(t )
position pv 0 in the WCS. The bottom-projected centroid
 −
>
−
+
xv + x+
v yv + yv
(t0 )
−
bv =
,
, zv
∈ R3
(14)
2
2
(t )

of Bv 0 represents the reference position of v. At the same time,
it is the origin of the relation’s CCS. Likewise, the reference
position of the subject object u is the bottom-projected centroid
(t )
(t )
(t )
bgu1 of its own AABB Bu 1 at a potential target position pu 1 .
This choice complies with our previous formulation of 2D
spatial relations, with the origin at the height of the surface
the objects are standing on. A useful property is that two
objects standing on the same horizontal surface have the same
z-coordinate (height), independent of their respective size.
As in [9], we distinguish between static and dynamic spatial
relations. The geometric meaning of static relations such as
left of or on top of mainly depends on the reference objects,
while the meaning of dynamic relations such as closer to and
on the other side of depends on the initial configuration of
both the subject and reference objects.
In our prior work, we have shown that it is effective to
apply different transformations depending the relation’s type to
incorporate these dependencies into the CCS. Here, we extend
these transformations to 3D. We will refer to

>
(t )
(t ) (t ) (t )
1)
0)
ploc1 (u, v) = xloc1 , yloc1 , zloc1
= b(t
− b(t
(15)
u
v
as u’s target position in the local WCS, i. e. relative to v.
2) Static Spatial Relations: The local target position is
scaled proportionally to the reference object’s size before
transforming it to cylindrical coordinates:
!>
(t )
(t )
(t )
2 xloc1
2 yloc1
zloc1
(t1 )
psta (u, v) =
, +
, +
(16)
−
−
−
x+
v − xv yv − yv zv − zv
This way, if the target object is standing on top of the
reference object, zsta ≈ 1, independent of the respective object
sizes (Fig. 3b). If they are standing on the same horizontal
surface, such as a tabletop or shelf, zsta ≈ 0 (Fig. 3c). This
design helps to generalize spatial relations over objects of

different size. Finally, the local scaled world coordinate is
converted to cylindrical coordinates


(t )
(t )
csta1 (u, v) = cylindrical psta1 (u, v)
(17)
using

    p

x
r
x2 + y 2
cylindricaly  = φ = atan2(y, x) .
z
h
z

3) Dynamic Spatial Relations: Let
>



(t )
r(t0 ) , φ(t0 ) , h(t0 )
= cylindrical ploc0 (u, v)

(18)

(19)

be u’s initial local position in cylindrical coordinates. For the
dynamic cylindrical coordinate
>
(t1 )
cdyn
(u, v) = rdyn , φdyn , hdyn ,
(20)
we want to obtain three properties: (i) rdyn = 1 shall
correspond to the current radial distance r(t0 ) between v and u,
(ii) φdyn = 0 shall correspond to the current direction φ(t0 )
from v to u, and (iii) hdyn = 1 shall correspond to the current
height difference h(t0 ) in units of the reference object’s height.
These properties help generalizing dynamic spatial relations
to different initial object configurations [9]. To achieve them,
we adopt the alignment of the polar part of the cylindrical
coordinates (r, φ) from [9] and extend it to the height parameter
h by aligning a potential target cylindrical coordinate

>


(t )
r(t1 ) , φ(t1 ) , h(t1 )
= cylindrical ploc1 (u, v)
(21)
to the initial configuration as follows:

 

r(t1 ) /r(t0 )
rdyn
φdyn  = 

φ(t1 ) − φ(t0 )
(t
)
(t
)
+
−
1
0
hdyn
(h
− h )/ (zv − zv )

(22)

4) Extension to Multiple Reference Objects: To extend
to multiple reference objects (|V| > 1), we adopt the notion
of abstract objects from [4]. In their work, the authors have
used abstract concepts such as “row”, “column” and “group”
in order to ground referential expressions in natural language
instructions such as “pick up the middle block from this row
of blocks” to colored cubes in an image. Here, we conflate
all reference objects into one abstract object and apply the
logic for a single object explained above. As the formulations
(t )
above are based on the AABB Bv 0 , we can easily extend
(t )
them from v to V by computing the AABB BV 0 enclosing
all reference objects vk ∈ V. This way, we can apply the same
spatial relations to single and multiple reference objects without
significantly changing the mathematical formulation.
V. L EARNING G ENERATIVE M ODELS
OF 3D S PATIAL R ELATIONS
A. Data Collection in Real World Setup
To learn generative models of spatial relations, we collected
a few samples for each spatial relation. As we are using
spatial relations to change an initial scene to a target scene, a
sample minimally consists of the initial scene S (t0 ) , the target
scene S (t1 ) and the relation R∗ which has generated the scene

stereo camera

scene model

known objects

generated
language
command

for (1) radius and height and (2) the azimuth according to the
cylindrical distribution’s structure in eq. (12)


Kσ
∗
θrh
← MLEN rk , hk k=1 ,
(25)


Kσ
θφ∗ ← MLEM φk k=1 .
(26)
With θ = (θrh , θφ ) as in eq. (11), this defines the cylindrical
distribution.
C. Sampling and Selection of Target Position

Fig. 4: Real world data collection setup for data collection.

change (which includes the involved objects). In contrast to
our previous work, where we collected data on a 2D monitor,
for this work, we collected data in a real world demonstration
setup shown in Fig. 4. The setup consists of a tabletop scene
with multiple known objects from the KIT and YCB object
databases [34], [35], a stereo camera and a monitor displaying
generated language instructions, which the demonstrator should
follow. We calibrated the camera externally to an agent-aligned
world coordinate frame as described above. We localize the
objects in the scene based on the camera images. The current
(left) camera image and scene model are displayed to the
human demonstrator on the monitor.
We generate language commands in the same way as to
train the NER model (Section IV-A). Here, the object phrases
are limited to the currently localized objects. As this work
focuses on pick-and-place tasks, we limit the REF phrases
to the spatial relations, which can be created by relocating a
single object in a scene (e. g. we do not generate sentences like
“Place the tea under the coffee,” which would require lifting
the coffee first). Reference objects, a target object and a spatial
relation are selected randomly and inserted into a suitable
sentence template, which is then shown to the demonstrator on
the monitor. The demonstrator can then record the initial scene,
perform the manipulation, and record the changed scene. To
create diverse target scenes, the demonstrator can change and
record the scene multiple times (all target scenes are relative
to the same initial scene). Eventually, the demonstrator can
request the next command. The result is a collection of samples
Dσ for each spatial relation σ ∈ Σ, where each sample consists
of an initial and a target scene:
n
oKσ
(t )
(t )
Dσ = Sk 0 , Sk 1
(σ ∈ Σ)
(23)
k=1

B. Estimation of Cylindrical Distributions
In our model, each 3D spatial relation σ is represented by
a single cylindrical distribution Cσ . Therefore, we estimate
one cylindrical distribution based on the samples Dσ of each
σ ∈ Σ. For each target scene sample k, we transform the target
object’s pose to cylindrical coordinates according to its type as
defined in eq. (17) and (22).
(
(t )

csta1 (u, v) , static
k
k
k >
r ,φ ,h
←
(24)
(t1 )
cdyn
(u, v) , dynamic
The relations’ types (static or dynamic) are predefined. We then
perform Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) separately

Given the desired relation R∗ = (σ ∗ , u∗ , V ∗ ), the previously
estimated cylindrical distribution Cσ∗ (θ) representing σ ∗ as
(t )
well as the initial scene S (t0 ) , we find a target position pu∗1 by
sampling from Cσ∗ (θ) and selecting the best feasible hypotheses.
First, we sample a predefined number of cylindrical coordinates
ck = (rk , φk , hk ) ∼ Cσ∗ (θ) ,

(k = 1, . . . , K).

(27)

Using the initial scene S (t0 ) and type of σ ∗ , we transform the
cylindrical coordinates back to Cartesian space by inverting the
steps described above


pk = (xk , yk , zk ) ← cartesian ck , S (t0 ) , σ ∗ .
(28)
(t )

These are our initial hypotheses for pu∗1 . To select a final
hypothesis for execution, we use a similar approach as
in [9]. To ensure that the resulting scene is collision-free
and statically stable, we filter the hypotheses using collision
and stability checks [37]. Let Hfeas ⊆ {1, . . . , K} be the
feasible hypotheses. To find the best action, we evaluate the
PDF of each hypothesis and keep those with the highest values:


Hbest = k ∈ Hfeas pθ (ck ) ≥ 0.9 · max pθ (cl )
(29)
l∈Ifeas

To avoid unnecessary movement, we select the position pk∗
from the remaining hypotheses which is closest to the target
object’s current position
(t )

k ∗ = arg min pk − pu∗0
k∈Hbest

,

(t )

thus pu∗1 = pk∗ .

(30)

VI. E VALUATION
A. Qualitative Analysis of 3D Spatial Relation Representations
Table I shows examples using the learned representations of
different spatial relations to select a placing position for an
object in simulated scenes. The first observation is that we
inherit the representation power of the polar distribution from
[9], as “flat” relations such as left or closer to can easily be
represented as cylindrical distribution with a mean height close
to zero. This is a result of using the bottom-projected centroids
of objects as reference positions. Second, as can be seen in the
examples for the relations in front of and behind, collisionfreeness and static stability can be achieved by discarding
samples violating any external constraints. Third, the relation
on top can now be represented as well (with µh = 0.939 ≈ 1),
corresponding roughly to the vertical size of reference object(s).
Due to the natural fuzziness of our representation, the relation
among can also generate positions on top of another object if
the tabletop surface is obstructed.

TABLE I
E STIMATED CYLINDRICAL DISTRIBUTIONS USED TO SELECT PLACING POSITIONS IN SIMULATED SCENES .
The number of samples used to estimate each distribution is given in parentheses. The target object is marked green, reference objects are
yellow. The target object is drawn transparently at a selected placing position. In the first row, one reference object is specified, while two are
used in the second row (for among, two and three have been specified, respectively). The distributions are visualized similarly to Figure 3a,
with the cylinder tops (colored disks) spanning 1.5µr to completely show the distributions’ high-likelihood areas.
|V|

left (9),
right (10)

in front of (9),
behind (9)

on top of (13)

close to (3),
far from (6)

between (10)

among (8)
(|V| ∈ {2, 3})

closer to (19),
further from (10)

on the other
side of (15)

1

2

(a) Initial scene

(b) Grasp

(c) VMP placing motion

(d) Place and release

(e) Retreat

Fig. 5: Changing a scene according to the command “Place the mustard on the rusk.” on the humanoid robot ARMAR-6.

Finally, we can specify more than one reference object as
easily as one for all relations. For instance, on the other side
of generates a position on the opposite side of the mid point
between the two reference objects. Similarly, on top of yields
similar results when generating positions relative to a stack of
objects or just the highest object of the stack. A very interesting
observation is that using between with a container as single
reference object (which never occurred in the demonstrated
data) results in a behavior expected from an inside relation
(which was demonstrated as containers were not used in data
collection). This is plausible, as between behaves like an inside
for the abstract object comprising all reference objects.
Overall, the results demonstrate that our previous representation of 2D spatial relations have successfully been extended to
3D and multiple reference objects.
B. Validation Experiments on Real Robot
We demonstrate the usefulness of the learned representations
of 3D spatial relations in a robot pick-and-place task (Fig. 5)
on the humanoid robot ARMAR-6 [33]. We place several
known objects on a table, give a language command to the
robot and follow the steps described in Section IV to parse the
command, ground the relation and object phrases in the robot’s
scene model and retrieve the learned cylindrical distribution,
sample and select a target position and execute the grasping
and placing motions.
For the generation of robot motions, we leverage our previous
work on Via-Point Movement Primitives (VMP) [38] that can
be learned from kinesthetic teaching and adapted to new start
and goal positions as well as arbitrary intermediate via-points.

(t )

Once the target position pu∗1 has been selected, the robot has
to grasp the target object u∗ and place it at the new position.
Several VMPs (approach, move, place, retreat) are used to
approach and grasp the target object, lift it and place it at
the target position. Vision-based localization of the involved
objects on the table as well as in the robot’s hand is used to
determine goal positions for the adaptation of the VMPs. The
experiments show that the learned cylindrical distributions can
generate suitable placing positions.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented a generative model for learning 3D spatial
relations with multiple reference objects that extends our
previous work on 2D spatial relations. The model is based
on a parametric cylindrical distribution and enables a robot to
manipulate objects in the current scene to fulfill spatial relations
specified in a language command by generating suitable placing
positions of the manipulated object. To understand and ground
the language command, we have leveraged a Named Entity
Recognition model and substring matching with the names of
objects and relations in the robot’s semantic scene model.
Future work and extensions of this work will address the
questions of whether the type of a spatial relation (static or
dynamic) can be derived automatically based on the respective
likelihood of the demonstration data. Further, we will investigate
the use of ambiguities in grounding object phrases as entry
points for a dialog for disambiguation. In addition, we will
extend the spatial relation models to encode more complex
manipulation actions.
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